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Figure 1: A backyard scene rendered with a 2k× 2k shadow map and 5× 5 Gauss filtering using (from left to right, statistics include mip-map memory): CSMs

(22 FPS, 170 MB), VSMs (84 FPS, 42 MB), and ESMs (94 FPS, 21 MB). ESMs require 8× less memory than CSMs and have less light leaking at contact points

while their filtering quality is almost indistinguishable. Like CSMs, ESMs also avoid the high frequency light leaking artifacts seen with VSMs.

ABSTRACT

Rendering high-quality shadows in real-time is a challenging prob-
lem. Shadow mapping has proved to be an efficient solution, as it
scales well for complex scenes. However, it suffers from aliasing
problems. Filtering the shadow map alleviates aliasing, but unfor-
tunately, native hardware-accelerated filtering cannot be applied, as
the shadow test has to take place beforehand.

We introduce a simple approach to shadow map filtering, by ap-
proximating the shadow test using an exponential function. This
enables us to pre-filter the shadow map, which in turn allows for
high quality hardware-accelerated filtering. Compared to previous
filtering techniques, our technique is faster, consumes less memory
and produces less artifacts.

Index Terms: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and RealismColor, Shading, Shadowing and Texture;
I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware ArchitectureGraphics pro-
cessors;

1 INTRODUCTION

Ever since computer graphics has emerged, great efforts have been
made to provide innovative and efficient solutions to visibility and
shadow computation. Unfortunately, high quality shadows still de-
mand a lot of computational resources, which forces us to sacri-
fice quality in order to attain real-time performance. Sampling-
based methods like Shadow Mapping [12] scale well with an in-
creasing scene complexity, and have become the de facto standard
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shadow algorithm in many rendering engines. The major prob-
lem of shadow mapping is discretization artifacts due to insuffi-
cient shadow map resolution, which causes aliasing and temporal
incoherence. Compared to the vast amount of papers dedicated
to increase the effective shadow map resolution [3, 6, 11, 13], only
very few deal with shadow map filtering to provide effective screen-
space anti-aliasing.

High quality texture filtering is commonplace in today’s graphics
hardware. Shadow maps, which are basically depth textures, cannot
be filtered in the same manner, as the shadow test has to be carried
out before the filtering takes place. Percentage Closer Filtering
(PCF) [9] respects the order of filtering and testing, and became
available on graphics hardware, albeit with limited quality (bilinear
filtering only). The lack of decent filtering does not only degrade
image quality, but also reduces temporal coherence. One can in-
crease the quality of PCF by taking into account more samples,
(e.g., in a hardware shader) but this reduces performance dramati-
cally. Efficient filtering of regular textures relies on pre-filtering the
image a priori. This is done by pre-computing an image pyramid,
commonly known as a mip-map. However, the shadow test cannot
be carried out at that point, since the distance to the light source of
the to-be-shaded point has to be taken into account as well but is
not known in advance.

Recently, Variance Shadow Maps (VSMs) [5] and Convolution
Shadow Maps (CSMs) [2] have been introduced. They make it pos-
sible to pre-filter the shadow map, and also support additional con-
volutions, and increase temporal coherence. However, VSMs are
plagued by severe high frequency light leaking artifacts, and CSMs
suffer from lightness problems at contact shadows but render cor-
rect shadow boundaries. In addition, the large memory footprint
and high filter cost of CSMs hinder their applicability.

We present Exponential Shadow Maps (ESMs), a new shadow
mapping method that allows for efficient (pre-)filtering. ESMs are
inspired by CSMs, but use a single-term approximation, whereas
CSMs use much more (typically 16) terms. This approximation
assumes that the support of a filter kernel does not contain surface



samples (i.e., z values) that lie beyond the distance from each screen
pixel’s world-space position to the light source. This approxima-
tion holds for many cases, e.g., for rendering a shadow on a large
receiver, like a floor. When the assumption does not hold, we fall
back to PCF, which typically only happens for a small fraction of
pixels on the screen.

ESMs offer higher frame rates compared to CSMs, and a reduced
memory footprint, because they use a much simpler approximation
(1 term only). In addition, ESMs do not suffer from the light leak-
ing artifacts as much as VSMs and CSMs. Finally, compared to
PCF, ESMs can exploit high quality texture filtering modes, such as
anisotropic filtering, which are commonly found on today’s graph-
ics hardware.

2 RELATED WORK

A complete review of existing shadow algorithms is beyond the
scope of this article and we refer the reader to Woo et al. [14] and
Hasenfratz et al. [7] for excellent overviews on shadow methods.
This section’s focus is on rendering and anti-aliasing of hard shad-
ows and also on current hardware shadow texture filtering.

Shadows. Shadow Volume rendering [4] is an object-space al-
gorithm that constructs semi-finite volumes from object silhouettes
with respect to the current light view, to determine whether a point
is in shadow or not. Even though it renders accurate shadows, its
performance strongly depends on the geometric complexity and the
resulting rasterization overhead, and has robustness issues.

Shadow Mapping [12] is an image-based method which dis-
cretizes objects into the depth buffer, viewed from the light source.
This depth buffer is then used by the shadow test in the second
pass, and is typically implemented using projective texture map-
ping. Shadow mapping scales very well with increased scene ge-
ometry, but it is also hampered by aliasing due to limited shadow
map resolution.

Previous work tackles this resolution problem, and tries to allevi-
ate the shadow map’s perspective distortion. Solutions range from
generating the shadow map in post perspective space [11, 13], over
constructing hierarchical and adaptive shadow maps to increase the
resolution where needed [6], to irregular sampling when rendering
the shadow map [1].

Anti-Aliasing. Percentage Closer Filtering [9] determines the
coverage of a camera pixel in light space and applies the shadow test
to a number of samples distributed over this region to get a filtered
results. Unfortunately, the shadow test depends on the distance to
the point to shade. This distance is only available at run-time and
prevents pre-filtering (i.e., mip-mapping).

Variance Shadow Maps [5] is a probabilistic approach that sup-
ports pre-filtering, and additional convolutions. When the shadow
map is rasterized, the z and z2 values are stored and used during ren-
dering to estimate the probability whether a point is in shadow or
not. Their estimate only gives an upper bound of the result and pro-
duces noticeable high frequency light leaking artifacts for scenes
with a high depth complexity. Recently, a variant of VSMs us-
ing summed-area tables has been published, which reduces light
leaking [8]. However, the authors show that it cannot be removed
completely.

Convolution Shadow Maps [2] achieve anti-aliased shadows by
approximating the shadow test by a Fourier series expansion. De-
pending on the truncation order, z-values are converted into several
basis textures. In the final rendering, pre-filtered texture samples
are fetched to reconstruct a smoother shadow. CSMs have the same
desirable properties as VSMs, but do not exhibit such severe light
leaking artifacts. However, a reliable shadow test requires a high
truncation order, which in turn increases memory consumption and
filtering as well as reconstruction effort. This makes CSMs less
attractive for practical applications.

(a) Shadow test domain (b) CSM16 vs ESM80

Figure 2: ESMs assume that the domain of the shadow test is always pos-

itive [(d − z) ≥ 0] (a). As a result the shadow test can be approximated by

an exponential decay. A larger factor c yields a better approximation. (b)

shows that an ESM80 achieves better quality than a CSM16 (with an offset of

−0.032). (The abscissa in (b) has been scaled to emphasize the difference.)

3 EXPONENTIAL SHADOW MAPS

In this section, we will outline the theory behind ESMs, and dis-
cuss a practical implementation. ESMs are conceptually similar to
CSMs [2], in that they also try to approximate the shadow test using
an expansion.

We denote the world-space position of a camera pixel as x ∈ R
3

and point p ∈ R
2 is the same position but in shadow map space.

d(x) is the distance from x to the light source and z(p) is the dis-
tance to the closed blocker seen from the light source along the
direction from x to the light source. Boldface characters indicate
positions and other variables are scalar values. CSMs [2] define the
shadow test as a function of x using the following form:

s(x) := f
(
d(x),z(p)

)
(1)

where f (d,z) yields a binary result: 0 if d > z and 1 otherwise. The
shadow test can then be “linearized” by approximating f (d,z) as a
sum of separable terms:

f (d,z) =
∞

∑
i=1

ai(d)Bi(z), (2)

where Bi are so called basis images with respect to the z-values.
One of the key insights in using this expansion, is that the terms are
factored into two functions which only depend on d and z, respec-
tively. This makes it possible to pre-filter the shadow map.

3.1 Exponential Approximation

ESMs are based on a simple observation related to the domain of
the shadow test, in other words, the d and z parameters in f (d,z).
Consider a point x seen by the camera, we know that the distance
to the light source must be larger than or equal to the correspond-
ing z-value read from the shadow map, because the shadow map
always stores the closest surface to the light source and therefore,
d(x)− z(p)≥ 0 holds. However, in practice, this is not always true.
Before discussing when this happens, we will first outline how we
can exploit this assumption in order to simplify the shadow test. Fi-
nally, we discuss how to deal with cases that violate the assumption.

Assuming that d ≥ z, we can define the shadow test f (d,z) as:

f (d,z) = lim
α→∞

e−α(d−z)

which can be approximated by filling in a large positive constant
c for α. This exponential function can be separated into factors
depending on d and z:

f (d,z) = e−c(d−z)

= e−cdecz
. (3)



(a) Failure case 1 (b) Failure case 2 (c) Correct filtering

Figure 3: ESM filtering. Red dots denote a camera sample and blue a shadow map sample. (a) shows a failure case where x should be darkened by 50% but its

intensity is incorrectly increased because z(p) > d(x). This violates our assumption. (b) illustrates a similar case but here x is lit anyway and therefore doesn’t

cause artifacts. In both cases however a failure is detected and we enable PCF. (c) depicts a setup where our assumption holds and correct filtering is applied.

We now continue by filtering the shadow function s, yielding a
value s f . We represent the filtering operation as a convolution [2],
and we fill in the exponential approximation:

s f (x) =
[
w∗ f

(
d(x),z

)]
(p)

=
[
w∗

(
e−cd(x)ecz

)]
(p)

= e−cd(x)
[
w∗ecz

]
(p) (4)

We see that shadow filtering now has become equivalent to ap-
plying a filter directly to the exponent-transformed depth values,
which can be done beforehand.

Choice of c. A higher value c results in a steeper fall-off, and
thus a better approximation of the shadow test; see Figure 2(a). If
c is not high enough, we will observe light leaking artifacts, similar
to those reported by Annen et al. [2]. However, there is an upper
bound for c, depending on the precision of the floating point rep-
resentation. We empirically determined an optimal value of c = 80
for 32-bit floating point numbers, which is unaffected by precision
issues. It even gives a better approximation than CSMs with 16 ba-
sis functions (Figure 2(b)). We abbreviate the reconstruction order
M of CSMs and parameter c of ESMs as lower script values (e.g.
CSM16 and ESM80).

3.2 Violation of Assumption

Let Δx = d(x)−z(p). In the previous section, we assumed that Δx ≥

0. If not, the shadow test returns an arbitrarily large number as the
new expansion does not converge to 1.0 but grows exponentially.
We will discuss how this affects the results in the following two
cases.

Without Filtering. We first analyze the case when the shadow
map is not filtered (nearest neighbor sampling). In unshadowed
areas, d(x) should ideally be equal to z(p). However, the precision
of the shadow map is finite due to the limited spatial and numerical
resolution. Consequently, d(x) will only be approximately equal to
z(p), especially for slanted surfaces. In standard shadow mapping,
this leads to the well-known “shadow acne” problem. In our case,
the reduced precision may incur negative Δx values, yielding an
overflow of the shadow function (i.e., a value larger than one). To
overcome this problem, we can simply clamp the exponential to
one.

With Filtering. Similar to CSMs and VSMs, ESMs can be fil-
tered prior to using it for rendering the actual shadows. However, z-
values under the support of the filter will not necessarily be smaller
than a given d(x). For instance, this happens at slanted surfaces,
or possibly at depth discontinuities. Consequently, we will get
an erroneous filter response due to an overflow of the exponential.

(a) PCF (F=0, U=0) (b) PCF (F=2, U=1) (c) ESM (F=0, U=0)

Figure 4: Shadow acne and polygon offset (F=factor, U=units in OpenGL

format). (a) without polygon offset numerical imprecision generates incorrect

self-shadowing. (b) ESMs are less prone to numerical inaccuracies because

the exponential decay is not steep enough over such small distances.

Clamping the values for each individual sample, would require us
to resort to a PCF-style method, which defeats the purpose of pre-
filtering. Figure 3(a,b) illustrates two common failure cases when
Δx becomes negative.

Frequency of Violation. In most cases, the filter support contains
z-values that are smaller than d(x); see Figure 3(c). When sampling
points that are far away from shadow borders, the z-values are either
all blockers (fully in shadow), or represent the sampled surface it-
self (fully illuminated) and our assumption holds. This occurs quite
often, as most of the pixels are either fully in shadow or fully il-
luminated. Furthermore, the assumption holds for large receivers
(e.g., a floor), in which case all blockers lie in front of the receiver,
w.r.t. the light source.

Even if the assumption is violated, the effect may not be visible.
For example, unoccluded slanted surfaces (see Fig. 5(a)), may be
sampled above the stored z-value (denoted by xa in the figure), and
therefore overflow. However, this overflow can be easily clamped to
one (i.e., fully visible), not introducing artifacts. Since this surface
is actually supposed to be fully visible, the violation goes unno-
ticed.

In Section 3.3, we introduce two methods to classify pixels
where the assumption is violated. For these pixels, we (can) fall
back to a custom filtering solution in order to avoid artifacts.

Polygon Offset. Regular shadow mapping suffers from the
so-called “shadow acne” artifact, which refers to erroneous self-
shadowing due to precision issues and is illustrated in Fig. 4(a)
(Note that we describe the polygon offset in OpenGL terms where
an offset o is computed by o = m · f actor + r ·units, where m is the
maximum polygon depth slope and r is the smallest value that en-
sures a resolvable offset). This can be solved by slightly offsetting
the z-values away from the light source (see Fig. 3(d) and 4(b)). In
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(a) Polygon and Z-Max Offset (b) Classification

Figure 5: (a) describes the difference between polygon offset and the Z-Max offset which is important during failure classification. (b) ESM failure classification

and fall back to PCF. We illustrate the artifacts and the difference in Z-Max and Threshold classification, and their overall quality for various shadow map

resolutions. Timings for both classifications are listed in Table 2.

practice, polygon offsetting is not required for ESMs, because the
exponential does not decay fast enough over such small distances.
However, we still employ an additional offsetting but for another
reason, namely for failure classification, which we will be detailed
in the next section.

3.3 Failure Classification and Fall Back Solution

The previous section explained in which situations our initial as-
sumption of d(x)− z(p) ≥ 0 will be violated. This section presents
two methods to check for such failure cases, and how to fix them.
If a given pixel is classified as invalid, we fall back to a customized
filtering which we refer to as custom filtering or custom PCF. For
performance reasons we opt to only use a 2×2 filter kernel similar
to the bilinear version of PCF implemented in hardware [9] which
we cannot use as we don’t want to use the shadow map in addition
to an 32-bit ESM (this would increase the memory consumption
by 24- or even 32-bit times the shadow map resolution). Fortu-
nately, we can simulate a filtered shadow test simply by evaluating
the ESM at the 4 nearest neighbors followed by a bilinear interpo-
lation on the clamped results.

Z-Max Classification. This approach relies on an additional tex-
ture in which we maintain the maximum z-values in a given neigh-
borhood for the current shadow map. When we convert the z-values
into the exponential basis, we simultaneously copy the z-values into
the base level of the Z-Max texture. A max-filter is then used to
build a mip-map structure, effectively storing maximum z-values
for mip-mapped neighborhoods.

Classification of the pixel x works as follows. First d(x) is
computed and the zmax for the current filter kernel is fetched from
the mip-mapped Z-Max texture (an appropriate LOD is selected to
match the filter kernel). Checking if d(x) < zmax gives a conserva-
tive answer whether the assumption is violated for d(x) or not.

To avoid misclassification of fully lit surfaces we have to add a
small offset to d(x). Note that this is problem is similar to the orig-
inal polygon offsetting but it works in the exact opposite direction
(see Fig. 5(a). We want zmax to be slightly smaller so that a lit sur-
face is not incorrectly flagged. The effect of the offset can be seen
in Fig. 6(a).

Threshold Classification. A second option to check if our as-
sumption holds for a given pixel is to first evaluate the ESM result
and then check if it exceeds 1+ε where ε is a given threshold. This
essentially checks if a large ESM value contributed to the result in-
dicating that the assumption is violated (then large values occur to
exponential growth depicted in Fig. 2). The effect of Thresholding
compared to the Z-Max method is depicted in Fig. 6(b).

(a) Offset: 0.001 (b) Threshold: 0.020

Figure 6: (a) The influence of the offset, which is added to d(x) for Z-Max

classification. (b) The threshold on intensities shown in (b). (a) shows that

the offset is underestimated and needs to be larger.

3.4 Discussion

This section discusses the difference between our classification
schemes and addresses issues regarding the overall temporal co-
herence of ESMs.

Z-Max Classification is a conservative method and achieves
more accurate results but requires an additional texture map, which
needs to be down-sampled using a max-filter. In case where ad-
ditional convolutions are applied to the ESM, the Z-Max texture
also requires a max-filter of the same size and therefore reduces the
overall frame rate.

Threshold Classification does not require any additional re-
sources and renders efficiently, but may suffer from small artifacts
due to false negative classification errors. This can occur because
thresholding is not a safe method to determine if the initial assump-
tion is valid for all pixels within the filter kernel, as only the result-
ing filtered ESM value is checked. The visual quality and classifi-
cation result is shown in Figure 5(b).

Temporal Coherence for ESMs is, independent of the classifica-
tion, superior to regular shadow mapping methods. However, due
to the assumption we make and the resulting need for custom fil-
tering, ESMs exhibit slightly less temporal coherence in a small
neighborhood of pixels as CSMs can achieve. As this usually only
happens for a very small amount of screen space pixels we did not
recognize noticeable differences between ESMs and CSMs.

Both quality and performance comparison show that the bene-
fit of Z-Max decreases with texture size whereas its performance
penalty increases at the same time. According to this observation



(a) ESM trilinear (248 FPS) (b) ESM 3x3 (182 FPS) (c) ESM 5x5 (155 FPS) (d) ESM 7x7 (136 FPS)

(e) PCF (409 FPS) (f) PCF 4x4 (224 FPS) (g) PCF 6x6 (142 FPS) (h) PCF 8x8 (95 FPS)

Figure 7: Quality and performance comparison between regular PCF with multiple samples and ESMs with additional convolutions. We compare bilinear, 4×4,

6×6, and 8×8 PCF versus trilinear ESMs, and trilinear ESMs with additional convolutions applied. At least 36 samples are necessary for PCF to match regular

trilinear ESMs and 64 samples are required to achieve similar quality to ESMs with an additional 5x5 Gauss filter.

we opted to use thresholding for all results.
It should be noted that our current custom PCF cannot remove

artifacts that occur when additional convolutions are used, as the
custom filter kernel size would be too large to be applicable in real-
time applications.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

Integrating ESMs into an existing rendering pipeline is straightfor-
ward. To generate exponential basis images we use a 32-bit float-
ing point depth texture available through the NV_depth_buffer_float
OpenGL extension by writing exp(cz) instead of regular z values.
In our implementation we also use a linear depth buffer. Any addi-
tional convolution is applied to the exponential basis image in the
same manner as in [2]. Rendering shadows with ESMs is now triv-
ial. Instead of performing an explicit shadow test against d and z
we simply evaluate Equation 3. Failure cases are detected by either
one of the methods described in Section 3.3 and should incorporate
the current polygon offset for shadow map generation for faithful
detection.

5 RESULTS

This section demonstrates the quality and efficiency of Exponential
Shadow Maps. All examples have been implemented in OpenGL
2.0 and rendered on a Dual-Core AMD Opteron PC with 2.6GHz
and 2.75GB RAM equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX
graphics card. We have used the Thresholding approach as failure
classifier. Rendering performance for various shadow algorithms
are compared in Table 1. All memory statistics already contain the
mip-map overhead (a factor of 1.3).

Figure 1 compares ESMs, VSMs, and CSMs in terms of quality
and memory consumption. The closeups show that ESMs perform
better at contact shadows than CSMs while avoiding light leaking

of VSMs. The latest variant of VSMs, Summed-Area VSMs [8]
also reduce light leaking but cannot completely avoid it and still
have higher memory cost.

In Figure 7 we evaluate how many samples an adaptive PCF fil-
ter would have to use to achieve anti-aliasing of similar quality as
ESMs provide. To reach regular trilinear ESM filtering quality, PCF
has to use at least 16 or up to 36 samples which reduces the fram-
erate significantly compared to ESMs. To match ESMs with an
additional 5x5 Gauss convolution PCF needs at least 64 samples.

Figure 8 demonstrates that the filtering quality between ESMs
and CSMs is virtually not distinguishable especially for scenes with

C = no ESM−T. ESM−Z. V SM CSM

S : 5122 145 fps 132 fps 152 fps 83 fps

S : 10242 140 fps 123 fps 140 fps 68 fps

S : 20482 119 fps 101 fps 106 fps 40 fps

C = 3x3 ESM−T. ESM−Z. V SM CSM

S : 5122 141 fps 127 fps 149 fps 75 fps

S : 10242 132 fps 113 fps 131 fps 56 fps

S : 20482 102 fps 78 fps 87 fps 27 fps

C = 7x7 ESM−T. ESM−Z. V SM CSM

S : 5122 138 fps 119 fps 146 fps 71 fps

S : 10242 124 fps 100 fps 125 fps 46 fps

S : 20482 86 fps 61 fps 78 fps 19 fps

Table 1: Frame rates for the backyard scene from Figure 1. We compare

ESMs (Thresholding and Z-Max) against VSMs and CSMs. Measurements

include varying shadow map resolution and additional convolution (Gauss)

kernel sizes. S and C denote the shadow map and convolution size.



(a) ESM (66 FPS, 21 MB) (b) CSM (21 FPS, 170 MB) (c) VSM (60 FPS, 42 MB)

Figure 8: A complex fence scene (365k faces) rendered with a 2k×2k shadow map and an additional 5x5 Gauss filter. ESMs achieve a quality which is visually

equivalent to CSMs while performing better at contact shadows (see lower closeups). At the same time they don’t suffer from light leaking as much as VSMs

(top closeups). The ESM result was rendered with Thresholding (like all other results in this section). For a comparison between Thresholding and Z-Max

classification see close-ups in (a).

high depth complexity owing to the surrounding fence. This exam-
ples illustrates the quality that ESMs achieve with 8× less memory
and a significantly better performance. We also compare ESMs
against VSMs showing less light leaking and better performance.

Figure 10 visualizes the impact additional convolutions have on
the failure classification. The larger the filter kernel the more often
our assumption fails and we have to perform custom filtering for
all pixels indicated in red. Table 3 lists the exact numbers (for this
measurement anti-aliasing was turned off).

Table 2 gives the performance timings (for Figure 5(b)) regard-
ing the failure detection and offers information for choices when
one or the other classification approach is more applicable depend-
ing on the shadow map size.

C = no S : 1282 S : 2562 S : 5122 S : 10242

Z −Max 410 fps 393 fps 374 fps 347 fps

T hreshold 569 fps 556 fps 527 fps 438 fps

C = 3x3 S : 1282 S : 2562 S : 5122 S : 10242

Z −Max 369 fps 357 fps 345 fps 273 fps

T hreshold 547 fps 536 fps 495 fps 374 fps

C = 5x5 S : 1282 S : 2562 S : 5122 S : 10242

Z −Max 358 fps 351 fps 338 fps 237 fps

T hreshold 544 fps 527 fps 474 fps 342 fps

Table 2: Failure detection performance for Z-Max and Thresholding (800x800

viewport) for the scene from Figure 5(b).

Failure No Conv. 3x3 5x5 7x7

Z −Max 3.0% 6.1% 7.9% 9.3%

T hreshold 2.8% 4.9% 6.1% 7.1%

Table 3: Failure classification for the backyard scene from Figure 1. Even

for an additional 7x7 convolution only 7.1% (or 9.3% for Z-Max test) of the

screen-space pixels require special treatment.

A crucial situation for ESMs is minification where the filtering
kernel can be very large and thus the probability increases that the
z-values within the kernel are larger than the current d(x). Figure 9
demonstrates how custom PCF avoids artifacts. We compare ESMs
with regular trilinear filtering without custom PCF, ESMs with cus-
tom PCF, and ESMs with anisotropic filtering only and again no
custom PCF.

It is interesting to note, that the fixed 2×2 PCF filter is sufficient
to remove visible artifacts, which is most likely due to the fact that

Figure 9: Anisotropic filtering. (a) without custom filtering camera pixels are

incorrectly lit (red rectangle), (b) trilinear with custom PCF can prevent ar-

tifacts, and 10× anisotropic filtering without custom filtering often handles

such failure cases properly.

only very few pixels are filtered with PCF. Furthermore, the figure
shows that when anisotropic filtering is turned on, the more expen-
sive custom filtering is not really necessary. However, in situations
where the filter kernel becomes very large, our custom PCF as well
as anisotropic filtering may yield slightly less temporal coherence
than the original CSM algorithm, which is due to our limiting the
number of samples of our filter to 2×2 samples.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented Exponential Shadow Maps, a new exponential
expansion for shadow map filtering. We have introduced a simple
assumption which simplifies the problem of shadow map filtering
drastically and allows a single term expansion saving valuable re-
sources in terms of memory and computational cost. Usually, this
assumption holds for the vast majority of screen-space pixels. The
pixels for which this assumption does not hold are easy to detect and
we have presented two alternative solutions to such failure scenar-
ios. We believe that ESMs are beneficial for real-time applications
such as games where resources are limited. In the future, we would
like to investigate other expansions and also use improved filtering
to further increase the quality of ESMs.



(a) No conv. (3.0%) (b) 3x3 Gauss (6.1%) (c) 5x5 Gauss (7.9%) (d) 7x7 Gauss (9.3%)

(e) No conv. (2.8%) (f) 3x3 Gauss (4.9%) (g) 5x5 Gauss (6.1%) (h) 7x7 Gauss (7.1%)

Figure 10: Failure case classification. (a)–(d) uses Z-Max and (e)–(h) Thresholding. An increasing filter kernel size also increases the number of pixels for which

ESMs cannot reconstruct a valid shadow test. For all red pixel we perform custom PCF filtering. The ratio of the total number of screen-space pixels (800×800)

and failure cases is given in brackets.
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